Come 'n get it

The Lawrence International Club is expanding its food and drink from nine countries, will be served Saturday, Jan. 29, at 6:30 p.m. in Colman Dining Hall on the Lawrence University campus.

The dinner, a project of the Lawrence International Club, will be prepared by Lawrence's food service with recipes supplemented by club members.

The cost will be $8.50, and tickets are available at the Lawrence University Box Office, 115 N. Park Ave., telephone 734-6749. Box Office hours are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Saturday.

Seeley G. meets the The Olivetti ET 121

by Sean McCollum

There is a new addition to the Lawrence University Library. A fancy-fangled typewriter that will make your old kludgy-cranker sniff your fingers in envy. The Olivetti ET 121 has arrived.

Librarian Kathy Isaacson was approached last term by Bill Mauer, an employee of Appleton Business Machines, with the idea of providing students with an accessible typewriter.

Thus ET found a home on the second floor of the library.

This mercenary writing machine continues to be owned and serviced by Appleton Business Machines in return for the quarters it consumes. The only doing Lawrence does is to periodically change the ribbon. One librarian quoted as saying, "If the typewriter groans, be prepared for it (ABM) then they may install another. Twenty-five cents purchases fifteen minutes of typing time.

The machine itself is a technological wonder. Once the user becomes beyond the intimidating list of instructions and the complicated lack of the keyboard the typewriter is a joy to operate. Its one drawback is its lack of warning before shutting down after its fifteen minutes.

For the average 6-8 page theme composer the typewriter does everything necessary plus more. Its tab-setting is quite flexible and allows for programming of automatic indentation. Corrections are simplistic, simply requiring backspacing of the error and a push of one or two keys. Centering is accurate and unmathematical. The typewriter also features two sets of type for the student who needs to hedge.

For students of German or Spanish the Olivetti ET 121 possesses a second keyboard which carries the various symbols necessary to write in that language. Accents, special punctuation, and special characters are present.

It takes about one fifteen minutes to become well-oriented with this typewriter's abilities. But once learned the machine will save time, frustration, and a heck of a lot of paper.

Conversation

From Luther to Hitler

Could the Germany of Martin Luther and Adolf Hitler be linked by a 400-year political myth? A thesis supporting this theory will be presented by Thomas A. Brady, Jr., in a Jan. 17 convocation lecture at Lawrence University.

"From Luther to Hitler: A Political Myth and its Makers"

The convocation will be held at 11:10 a.m. at Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The public is invited to attend.

Brady, a professor of history at the University of Oregon and recent Fulbright Scholar, has researched and published works on South German culture, society and politics during the 16th and 17th centuries. His current research includes the examination of urban aristocratic politics in South Germany during the Renaissance and the images of Luther in Modern Germany.
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Weather Report

Partly cloudy; high near 32; winds 7-15 mph. Tomorrow: no significant change.

Taylor: de Professor Latina

by Parke Drescher

In late December, Daniel J. Taylor, associate professor of classics at Lawrence was in Philadelphia, Pa., receiving an award for excellence in the teaching of the classics.

The award was presented to Mr. Taylor by the American Philological Association (APA), one of the nation's oldest learned societies. Taylor's nomination for the award was supported by J. Michael Hack, dean of the Lawrence faculty, Lawrence President Richard Warch, Professor of Religion Leonard L. Thompson and Martha Krohr Stevenson, a former student of Taylor's at Lawrence. The APA received the nominations submitted in seven geographic regions in the United States and Canada and, unlike previous years, presented only three prizes instead of the usual seven.

Mr. Taylor was also one out of the four Lawrence graduates who presented scholarly papers at the 114th annual meeting of the APA. He said that, "I was impressed and proud of Lawrence when I saw the names on the agenda." Mr. Taylor is candid in stating that he feels that the teaching he received and the type of work he did as an undergraduate at Lawrence inspired him to continue his career as a classical teacher. The encouragement of his instructor, Maurice P. Cunningham was instrumental in launching his successful career in classics and doctor of philosophy degrees from the University of Washington.

For six years he taught at the University of Illinois before his appointment to the Lawrence faculty in 1974. "I am a better teacher and scholar because of what I did here," Taylor happily concedes.

Mr. Taylor highly values the scholarship which he has received and the type of work he feels that the teaching he received and the type of work he did as an undergraduate at Lawrence inspired him to continue his career as a classical teacher.

Librarian Kathy Isaacson welcomed Kreher Stevenson, a former Lawrence student, to a program on "Stark" in Boxman Hall Monday evening at 4:10 p.m. The program is sponsored by the近期_auxiliary/section English Club and the Lawrence International Club.

Summa Cum Laude

One can check out games and cards, film catalogs, magazines and books, and many states. Other services of information and the checking out of recreational equipment are available for students in the operation and to the winter equipment.
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Public Service Announcement

Since its opening January 3rd, the Information Desk located in the basement of the Union, has been warmly welcomed by the Lawrence Community. Several of the main services include checking and changing numbers are being utilized regularly.

More new services are being added as the Information Desk strives to centralize existing and new services and information.

Early on in Term I, the Campus Life staff perceived a need for an on campus-central source of information for students, faculty and staff. Out of this developed the concept of an information counter.

The Information Desk was realized early during the Christmas break, initially the desk opened with a minimum of services such as checking copies of "810 limits,

For your information

(c)lwraunchian.com
The Case of the Mysterious Administrator

by Milo ‘The Killer’ Weed

Stupid phone is ringing again. It’s the Darboy and it’s almost 11 p.m. You know what I’m going to say, don’t you? That’s right, you know better; the only reason I’m not staying in Hohokus, New Jersey, was wrong. It was Michael O. Warch, I haven’t heard from him in a while, and right in the middle of the Packer game. Must be Rik again, and right in the middle of the Kappa pledge formal. I'm looking at the games‘ over!” It was a wild guess but I had to risk it. Suddenly I realized I have not seen that face before. It was at the pledge formal at the Darboy. He was the master. The Darboy Club was also William Chany’s hangouts during the choir kidnaping cases for the 1982 quarter connection already. “I remember him now. He told me during the Kappa pledge formal at the Darboy when I was going out with Min... well, that doesn’t matter now. You used to be a dishwasher, then moved up to waiter and finally waited on the Darboy along with his little sister.

From there Shrewd turned in

Do you know this man’s true identity?

The Cardinal College of Trivia Masters Includes...

\[ \text{Masters' Identities Revealed} \]

The annual meeting of the Cardinal College in Oom, Wisconsin. Warch has given me a new world scientific facts, trivia and information. He soon adapted this interest in the movies. He became: “now that you sit in the jewels, you will receive a fine collection of upholstery you will also receive the ideal skills to become a Trivia Master...”


Cardinal College Convenes

The air, and the Pope’s face was far from happy.

One of Appleburg’s most memorable events was about to turn to disaster if the Pope could not find a whale. He shouted quietly into his microphone. ‘Another Trivia Contest approached, but Pope Pontius Page 1/4 had not forgotten the great feats of the masters, nor the popes. He called the faithful to pray for salvation. The chair of Saint John Paul Shrewd II, had cunningly arranged for himself the air, the Pope’s face was far from happy.

Dooley Walters at Sister Station WDRB

break in the serious proceedings of the college. Site is a dynamic psychologist and current top contender to take off the board. Denny Terra of Dancing with the Stars cut through my inner sanctum before I cried out, “Stop wool, mm-hm.” I had been overjoyed at going straight to the source. I shut off the office of the returning “I’ll get you yet, Chancy.”

Next I decided to turn my steed on the Gross Main Hall Green, the Mudd, Lawe Street, and over to the brilliantly painted Bayrdmore House. As I passed the twin set of double doors, Voila was sitting faithful

...to advertise the event. WDRB Darboy, was he? Still works today.

Meanwhile, back at the college, the Pope decided in his moment of desperation to ask them to be his Grand Masters for the 1983 contest. Site and Dooley sat down to interview the two outsiders. Dooley finally landed a job as the graveyard newcaster. He had gotten his hands dirty again. As I walked through the fire door to the second floor of Old Main I caught a glimpse of Apsit disappearing from view and yelling “Here I come little round one.” Shrugg
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Mysterious Administrator

to a basket case, so I let him shoul­dered in his chair and moved on. Rosemary started after me.

But I noticed that he walked on after giving her a confi­dent embrace. I headed over to the office of Pope Pontius Page WLFM. There is another glow of Wild Turkey and that's it. A cou­ple of drinks later, I asked to borrow one of the platters of tele­phones the Pope had ready and waiting for Trivia. He in­structed me to go to the Mail Room before I called Michael O. And then disappeared. I did not understand his advice, nor do I realize what he said, but the last time I would I see the Pope for quite a while, but I didn't dare question his wisdom.

Finishing my drink, I decided to step by Doc Chang's on my way over to the Mail Room. This time, however, I entered his office casually. He address­ed me confidently, saying "I thought I'd seen the last of you, Weed, mm-hmm," "You'll have a better bank than this, mm-hmm," and a new hideout as well.

Doc: But tell me, why did you do it?" Chang was: "It was a Curious, feel again, mm-hmm! If you must know, I was seeking revenge, mm-hmm, since you stopped me two years ago, and I'll still get it too. I had to stop an eternal erotic plot by the Inter­national Shakespeare Company. If I could replace the actors directly, at least I could replace the brothel. mm-hmm. It worked for a time, but I see you just can't get rid of the lookings, mm-hmm." Regain­ing his cool, Chang continued, "But don't forget Weed, mm-hmm, but they haven't won a single game in town.

Later, back in my office. Michael O. and I decided to con­sider the circumstances, to allow this whole thing to take into the unwritten infamy that Lawrence University and defeat the hundred barks from Trivia's next paycheck. This moment, I thought, to me thinking of 12 backs I had had to ex­amine as soon as he got his feet under the stamp. Reviewing the understanding, my own sovereignty, I demanded cash.

Back at my desk, waiting for another 18 years they all look the same for Milo. "The Pilsner Weed," Private Investigator. Look me up, I'm in the book...

I guess after 18 years they all look the same for Milo. "The Pilsner Weed," Private Investigator. Look me up, I'm in the book...

Priceless Trivia

CELEBRATE TRIVIA'S 18th Birthday! Come and join the fun.

10:00:37 p.m. Friday! WLFM

BUY YOUR 18th Annual Trivia T-Shirt from Pope Pontius Page WLFM.

Margaret Fletcher

FROM "The Trivia Masters Guide to the Smallest of Games" and "The Trivia Masters Guide to the Smallest of Games"

One is a movie do or... the other is a game... 1 wish I could watch your game... But I can't... I have to work. All day. I wish I could watch your game... But I can't... I have to work. All day."

If you answered yes to above, you can join the fun this weekend, all weekend long.

THE PURA PURA PEOPLE have been the inspiration of 100 Trobriand Islanders to help keep neglected Tropicana away from the sacred Pura Pura grass-god figure. Gregory Miller

How MANY L. U. physical plant employees does it take to screw in a light bulb? A. 1; B. 2; C. 3; D. 4

I'M PLAYING TRIVIA this weekend on WLFM. You should be too.

EXCLUSIVE 1983 DESIGNER TRIVIA T-SHIRT from WLFM. Low cost, high visibility. A must wear for the best dressed Lawrencean.

THE TRIVIA MASTERS GUIDE TO THE SMALLEST OF GAMES. As a reference for the hard-core Pura Pura players will use the islands' language to keep non-hard-core players away from the sacred Pura Pura grass-god figure.

COMING OF AGE for Trivia: Join Dooley Walters, Bisto Blackhead, the Cardinal Collector and "I don't have a middle name" Watch, Mayor Dorothy Johnson, and 10 very bazaar telephones Michael O. had been hired as a Grand Master, an anonymous cardinal in a Crim­son robe replied "So who was asked? He told us he would re­ceive programming from FBC."

I did almost anything to get off the Darboy, nor do I want to do anything to get out of the Darboy, including being a Trivia Master at WLFM once. However, the Cardinals were not so enigmatic. When asked how he felt about being ask­ed to be a Grand Master, an anonymous cardinal in a Crim­son robe replied "So who was asked? He told us he would re­ceive programming from FBC."

The Pope could not be located for further comment, but was reportedly seen heading back to Appleburg to celebrate his fin­dings.

Dr. BLOB of the Pustomite: Do chocolate cookies heal a hurting heart? Having arrowroot friends can help. Rockc 'em dead at U. of L. — Dr. Erle

General Announcements

FINISH YOUR 18th Annual Trivia T-Shirt from Pope Pontius Page WLFM today.

Paul Shevetski

From anyone at the WLT or Trivia staff, 1 was told not to talk about the Smallest of Games until after the contest.

POPE PONTIUS PAGE 1/4 has announced that the 18th Annual Midwest Trivia Contest T-shirts are now on sale at WLFM for a low, introductory, inflation-busting cost of only $5.00. Pick yours up now while supplies last. This colorful designer T-shirt is a once-in-a-lifetime buy, and this year's design is bigger than ever. Wide range of sizes in stock. Too small? Have the Pope stretch it into size of your choice, free of charge. Papal indulgence granted with purchase of two or more shirts. No good Trivia Theme song for the contest.

The Pope could not be located for further comment, but was reportedly seen heading back to Appleburg to celebrate his fin­dings.
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Duo to tickle ivories

The piano duo of Aebersold-Newewm will present a program of duet music for one and two pianos in the second concert of Lawrence University's 1982-83 Chamber Music Series Friday, Jan. 28 at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall at the Music-Drama Center, 115 N. Park Ave.

Tickets are $4.50 for students and adults over 85 and $6 for all others, and are available at the Lawrence Box Office, 115 N. Park Ave.

The duo was formed in 1970 when the two young pianists met at the international music festival "Giornate Musicale" in Italy. Since that time they have performed more than 100 recitals in Italy alone, as well as numerous concerts throughout the United States. They have been praised by the critics for their distinctive style and for the imagination and elegance of their interpretations. Both pianists completed their graduate studies at Northwestern University and are presently Dux-Rosidence at the Music Center of the North American Bantiscan area.

The concert will include the Fantasia in F Minor, D. 940 by Franz Schubert, and will be followed by Johannes Brahms' Hungarian Dance No. 6 in E-flat Major, and Scarlattia by Darius Milhaud. The duo will also perform Six Epigraphs Antiques by Claude Debussy. The program will close with Franz Liszt's "Concerto Faschis- que."

Tickets for the Jan. 28 concert may be reserved by calling the Lawrence Box Office at 755-6748.

Cagers Nip Knox 74-68

by Double-D

The Lawrence University men's basketball team won its first conference game of this year, 74-68 last Friday night at Knox. The Vikings once again overwhelmed their opponents with balanced scoring and exceptional team defense. Senior tri-captain and floor leader Chris "Dan" McLean poured in a season high 20 points to lead the Vikings. The red hot Vikings also had outstanding performances from the other five starters. Junior Danny Busiel contributed 14 points and 8 rebounds (game high) and Howard Cohn added 14 points also. Senior point guard and tri-captain Cam "J.J." Jackson. the catalyst of the big blue offense, had 12 points while the other tri-captain Derrick "Double-D" DeWalt scored 11 points and dished off a game high 6 assists.

Coach Mike Gallus was pleased with his team's pressure defense, excellent field goal shooting (64.1%), and collected composure throughout the entire game. The Vikings are now 1-2 in the conference and 6-6 overall. They will face two undefeated opponents with balanced scoring and exceptional team defense. The program will close with Franz Liszt's "Concerto Faschis- que.
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The Few, the Proud: The Wrestlers

On Wed., Jan. 12, the Lawrence wrestling team headed down to Waukesha for a triangular match with Carthage and host Carroll. The extremely young Viking team was timid and looked to wrestle well against their southern opponents. A few days before the 755-9997

NFL

The New Printers.

308 N. Appleton St.
(Southwest corner of Appleton &

Loomis, Montross and Moe.
They wanted to be there.

Pucksters fall to UWM

by Scott Stevenson

The illustrious L.U. hockey team got off to rather a dull start last season. After a chilly bus ride to Milwaukee, the Vikings took the ice in a game against the U.W. at the Milwaukee squad travels north to face the Vikings and the less-than-polite L.U. fans. Game time is 9:15, with buses leaving at 8:15 and 9:15 from the library bus stop. Plan some poetic cheers! Come watch some goal scorers as Kiviski, Loomis, Mentreuw and Moe. Thrill to pest hitter like Steves-

Resume Printing

Large Selection Of Papers!

For Sale

The Now Printer. 1983

308 N. Appleton St.
(2 blocks north of Forgey Ave)

734-9997

Sports